Abstract. A new algebraic invariant of 3-manifolds is discussed. It is an application of the rational surgery calculus.
Surgery data. We work in the PL category (although the results are equally valid in the smooth and tame topological categories) and endow S3 with a fixed orientation. Surgery data in S3 consist of a collection V = K, U • • ■ U Vn of disjoint solid tori Kj s S1 x D2 embedded in S3, together with Jordan curves J = /, U • • ■ UJn such that J¡ is an essential (= nonseparating) curve in the boundary torus of V¡. The surgery manifold M3 -M(V, J) is obtained by deleting the interiors of the V¡ and replacing each of them by a solid torus in such a way that J¡ is attached to a meridian ( * XS' in S' X D2). As is well known, M is uniquely determined by (V, J) and inherits an orientation.
The surgery group pair. Given surgery data (V, J) in S3, consider the group G = 77|(53 -V), which is just the link group associated with the link of central curves of V. The curves J¡ represent elements of G, defined up to conjugacy, so we may consider the subgroup H= {/,,.. .,y"}c, that is, the normal closure of the classes of the J¡ in G. Now the subgroup [G, H] , generated by commutators [g> h] = ghg~]h~], g E G, h E H is normal in G, so we consider the quotient group G = G/ [G, H] . Also [G, H] is a subgroup of H so we let H = H/[G, H].
We shall call this pair of groups (G, H) the surgery group pair associated with the data ( V, J ). Note that H is abelian and is central in G. One may verify that 77,( M) = G/H = G/H, so the surgery group pair determines the fundamental group of M = M(V,J).
Statement of results. Let A, B and C be groups with B a subgroup of A. Then (A, B) X C denotes the group pair (A X C, B X C), where B X C is the obvious subgroup of the direct product A X C. We say that two group pairs (/!,, F,) and (A-,, B2) are stably isomorphic if there are integers r, s s* 0 and an isomorphism of pairs
where Zr denotes the free abelian group of rank r. We may now state our main result. Let (V, J) and (V, J') denote surgery data in S3 and let (G, H) and (G\ H') be their respective surgery group pairs. Theorem 1. // the manifolds M(V, J) and M(V, J') are orientation-preserving homeomorphic, then (G, H) and (G', H') are stably isomorphic.
We note that even the stable isomorphism class of (G, H) determines 77,(A/). There is a partial converse to the theorem in the case of irreducible sufficiently large 3-manifolds. For Waldhausen [W2] has shown that for this class of manifolds, the fundamental group determines the (unoriented) homeomorphism type.
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is an application of the main theorem of [R2]. For the reader's convenience, we outline the pertinent results. Consider the surgery data (V, J), V= Vx U • • • UV",J = /, U • •:-öS". There are three "moves" in the rational surgery calculus by which these data give rise to another set ( V, J') of surgery data.
Move 1. Let h: S3 -» S3 be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism and define
Move 2. Locate (if possible) a solid torus, say V¡, of V whose closed complement in S3 is also a solid torus W = S3 -V¡. Let g: W -Wbz a "twist" homeomorphism (corresponding to (x, y) i-> (x, xy) in complex notation for S] X D2 C C X C).
Define V¡ = Vf, VJ = g(Fy) for; ^ /, and J' = g(J). This reduces the proof of Theorem 1 to checking the effect of moves 1-3 on the surgery group pair (G, H) determined by (V, J). It is easily seen that if (V, J') arises from (V, J) by Move 1 or 2, then the surgery group pair (G\ FT) is actually isomorphic with (G, H). The proof is completed by the following lemma.
Lemma. Suppose (V, J') and (V, J) are as in the description of Move 3, and let (G', H') and (G, H) denote their respective surgery group pairs. Then there is an isomorphism (C, H') = (G, H) X Z.
Proof of the Lemma. We will show, moreover, that the inclusion homomorphism i": G' = 77,(53 -V) -* G -77|(53 -V) induces the natural projection G' = G X Z -G in the direct product, under the isomorphism. Consider the exact sequence of groups
By standard geometric arguments, i", is indeed surjective and its kernel K is the normal closure of the class of J0 in G', since it is a meridian of VQ. Thus we have K={JQ}C. and, by definition, H' = {J0, /"... ,Jn}G,, H ={/"...,J"}G. Clearly i*(H') -H and so «'" induces a (surjective) homomorphism
Letting K = ker i" we have the exact sequence
It is easily seen that # is just the projection of A^, and since the class J0 of J0 in G' is central, we see that K is a cyclic group, generated by JQ. Moreover, JQ cannot have finite order, since under abelianization of G' (hence of G') it has infinite order (corresponding to a nontrivial element in HX(S3 -V) = Z"+1). Therefore K = Z, generated by J0 E G'. Moreover, K is central in G'. Next we argue that the sequence (0) splits. That is, there is a homomorphism /: G -> G' such that im° f-identity. We describe / geometrically. Let g be a loop in S3 -V representing (by abuse of notation) g E G and g E G. By a general position argument and adjunction of an appropriate multiple of the meridian J0, one can find a loop g' in S3 -V satisfying (1) g' is homotopic with g in S3 -V and (2) g' is homologically trivial in S3 -V0.
Define/(g) = g', where g' is the image of g' under the projection G' -» G'. Once we have checked that / is well defined, it is easy to see that / is a homomorphism, and iif°f= identity follows from (1).
We need to show that if a loop g, in S3 -V also represents g E G and a loop g¡ in S3 -V satisfies, with g,, the conditions (1) and (2), then g¡ = g'. Since g\g~x lies in [G, H] 
, and /JG', H'] = [G, H], we have g{g~] = i*(c) for some c E [G\ H'\.
Also, since /*(g¡) = g" and /".(g') = g we have i*(fKg')"1) = i*(c) and hence (3) gi(g')"' = ck, where c E [G\ H'] and A: E K.
But K is normally generated by JQ, considered in G', so we have an equation r (4) ic=n^oX'. where a, EG'.
1=1
Since g[(g')~] is also homologically trivial in S3 -V0, as is the product of the commutators c, we conclude from (3) and (4) that the exponent sum must be zero: 2-=1e, = 0. Now projecting into G', where J0 is central, equation (3) implies that in G'
JUg^)-1 =c-k = k = J^=\, and we have established that/is well defined. Now we know the sequence (0) is split and K is central, so the map a: G X K -> G' given by a(x, y) = f(x)y is easily seen to be an isomorphism. We leave the reader to verify that a(H XK) = H'. This, together with the isomorphism K = Z, proves the lemma. The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete.
Examples and remarks. It is natural to ask under what conditions stable isomorphism of groups implies actual isomorphism. I am indebted to Professor Al Hales for the following simple example of groups Gv G2 which are nonisomorphic, yet G | X Z s G2 X ¿j. Example 1. Let G, = (x, y\xu = 1, yxy~x = x2) and G2 = (x,y\xu = 1, yxy~x = x%), so each is an extension of a cyclic group of order 11 by an infinite cyclic group, with only the action of the latter on the former differing. The reader will enjoy checking that G, and G2 have the required properties.
In the next two examples we adopt the notation of the rational link calculus (see [R( or R2] ) to depict surgery data in S3. The link drawn denotes the central curves of the surgery solid tori and the coefficient p/q means that the curve on the boundary torus which equals p meridians plus q longitudes is to be killed in the surgery ( p, q coprime).
Example 2. The lens space L( p, q) has the two surgery descriptions:
With Description I we have G, s G, =_Z and //, s Hx = p Z C Z. With Description II, Gu s Gu = Z X Z, and Hn = Hu is the subgroup of Z X Z spanned by (p + q, q) and (1,1). One can verify easily in this case that (Gn, Hu) = (Gj, //T) X Z.
It seems difficult to determine in general when two groups (or group pairs) are not stably isomorphic. The following provides one test. Its proof is simple.
Proposition.
// G, and G2 are stably isomorphic (that is, G, X Zr s G2 X Zs), then Gi/Z(Gi) is isomorphic with G2/Z(G2), where Z(G) denotes the center of the group G.
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We can apply this to see that the group G alone is sufficient to distinguish the various Brieskorn manifolds 2(/>, q, r).
Example 3. Let 1 < p < q < r be coprime integers. Define the following subset of complex 3-space:
2(p, q,r)={(Z],Z2, Z3)\Z( + Z{ + Z3' = 0 and 2 \Z,\2 = l}.
This orientable 3-manifold may be constructed from the following surgery data where l, m, n are any integers solving the equation Iqr + mpr + npq = 1 (see [C-H] ).
We compute the link group, in terms of the generators pictured. G = (x, y, z, t \t commutes with x, y, zj, H= {xptl,y"tm,zrtn,xyz}c.
Therefore G = (x, y, z, t\t, xptl, yqtm, zrt", xyz are all central).
On killing these central elements we obtain the well-known triangle group which has no center, so G/Z(G) s(x,y,z\xP=y'> = zr = xyz= l).
Since these are known to be nonisomorphic for different values of p, q, r, we verify that the various Brieskorn manifolds are distinguished by the stable class of their group G.
The discerning reader will have noticed that 77, would have served equally well in the above example. We close with some questions. Question 1. Are there two 3-manifolds with isomorphic fundamental groups, yet which can be distinguished by their surgery group pairs? By Example 2, lens spaces do not qualify (see addendum).
Question 2. Can one ever distinguish M from -M (reversed orientation) using the surgery group pair, together with other surgery-related data? Question 3. Are there other algebraic invariants which may be derived from the surgery group pair and are more easily computed and compared? What about lower central series and other commutator-defined subgroups, which are unchanged under stable isomorphism?
Addendum. I would like to thank the referee for pointing out that the answer to Question 1 is "no". Here is his argument, which he attributes to Cameron Gordon. A similar argument was shown to me by R. Litherland.
Let il = 77,(M), and fix a finite presentation i -*r->f->n-i. can be filled in; / is an isomorphism by the 5-lemma. Hence (G, Tí) is stably isomorphic to (F, R) , and so depends (up to stable isomorphism) only on n.
